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SOME ELEMENTARY PROOFS OF BASIC THEOREMS IN 
THE COHOMOLOGY OF QUASI-COHERENT SHEAVES 

GEORGE R. KEMPF 

In his fundamental paper [5], Serre initiated the study of the Cech 
cohomology of coherent sheaves on (separated) algebraic varieties with 
their Zariski topology. He proved that coherent sheaves on affine varieties 
have zero higher cohomology groups. Using this theorem, he showed that 
one may compute the cohomology of coherent sheaves by using the more 
down-to-earth Cech cohomology of any affine open covering of the al
gebraic variety. 

Grothendieck [2] defined a cohomology theory of sheaves on any topo
logical space by injective resolutions. In this theory, the emphasis is on 
the long exact sequence of cohomology arising from any short exact se
quence of sheaves. A modification of this theory was presented by Gode-
ment [1] making use of canonical flabby resolutions. 

In algebraic geometry, Grothendieck [3] greatly extended Serre's results 
to quasi-coherent sheaves on schemes. His argument appears to be a direct 
translation of Serre's to the more general context and freely employs 
spectral sequences. 

In the first section of this paper, I will give a proof of Serre's affine 
vanishing theorem. My proof of this theorem makes no use of the Cech 
cohomology and deals with the general cohomology theory. The main 
step is a direct proof of the effaceability of the cohomology of a quasi-
coherent sheaf on an affine scheme. I prefer to reserve Cech cohomology 
for its proper place as one of many possible ways of computing the sheaf 
cohomology. 

In section two, I develop formalities about direct limits of sheaves on 
quasi-noetherian topological spaces. These are topological spaces with 
strong finiteness properties. Such spaces arise in algebraic geometry as 
the underlying spaces of quasi-compact, quasi-separated schemes; e.g. 
affine schemes. These simple formalities are used quite effectively to deduce 
the results of section three. 

In section four, I show that the sheaf cohomology coincides with Cech 
cohomology in a reasonable situation. The same type of argument yields 
easily a special case of the Künneth formula. 

After many propositions, I will refer to the closest approximation that 
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I can find in E.G.A. Ill [3]. One implicit objective of this paper is the 
elimination of spectral sequence arguments in the proofs of these basic 
results. Lastly, I want to thank Columbia University for partly supporting 
the research in this paper. 

A word of warning is that the "preschemes" of E.G.A. are now called 
"schemes". Furthermore, the "schemes" of E.G.A. are now called "se
parated schemes". 

1. Serre's Vanishing Theorem. Let J^ be a sheaf on a topological space 
X. Let U be an open subset of X. Denote by V<F the sheaf gotten by setting 
r(V, u^) = r{V fi U,&) for any open subset V of X. Thus, v& is the 
image under the inclusion U cz X of the restriction ^\v of <F to U. We 
have a natural mapping J^ -> ^g?. 

For the remainder of this paper, I will assume that all sheaves are 
sheaves of abelian groups. A basis of a topological space will be a collec
tion of arbitrarily small open subsets which is closed under finite intersec
tions. 

We now will develop a preliminary 

PROPOSITION 1. Let ^ be a sheaf on a space X. Assume that X possesses 
a basis % such that H*(U, tF\u) is zero for 0 < / < some positive integer 
nfor all U in°U. 

Given any element a ofHn(X, ?F), there is a covering i^ of X by members 
of°U such that the image of a in Hn(X, V<F) is zero for all V in -V. 

PROOF. Let 0 ->J*" -*^ -*«^->>0bea short exact sequence of sheaves 
where ^ is a flabby sheaf. Thus, H>(U, &\u) = 0 for positive / for any 
open subset U of X. By the long exact sequence of cohomology, we have 
an exact sequence 

( b ) o - r(u, & \u) -> nu, &\u) -> nu, ^\v) -* H\U, &\V) -> o, 
and isomorphisms 

( b k ) H'(U, tf\u) JU H*+\U, &\u) for / > 0. 

For any open subset V of X, we have an exact commutative diagram 

0 - > ^ - > - a ? - > j r - > 0 
•ir •*• -ir 

where v& is a flabby sheaf. The image of tf and the image v^ in vffl coin
cide: denote this image by jf. Repeating the above idea for the sequence, 
0 -> V!F -> V& -> J T -> 0, we have an exact sequence 

(#) 0 -> f(X, v&) -> f(X, y<$) -> f(X, j f ) -* H\X, y&) -+ 0, 

and isomorphisms 
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(##) H'(X9 JT) -Z+ H^(X, y&) for / > 0. 

The ( \> ) lines for U = X are parallel to the (#) lines. Also, we have an 
inclusion, r(X, JT) Ç r(X9 v3^). 

Assume first that n > 1. Then, if V and W are members of <ty9 the 
sequence ( [, ) for U = V fl ^ shows that ^(C/, v&) "» / W F ^ ) is 
surjective. Hence, J T = K ^ - Furthermore, ( \, \, ) shows that ^ satisfies 
the assumption as in the proposition for the integer n — 1. The paral
lel isomorphisms (##) may then be used for the inductive step. 

It remains to consider the case when we have assumed nothing; i.e. 
n = 1. By the ( k ) sequence for U = X, our element a of H\X9 <F) is d(ß) 
for some element ß of T(X9 34?). By (#), the image of a in H\X9 vg?) is 
zero o the image of ß in T(X, jf) (or T7^, v3^) = /"(F, ^ ) ) lifts to an 
element of T(X, v<3) = r(V, <g). As % consists of arbitrarily small open 
subsets, there is no problem finding a subcovering y satisfying the last 
condition because ^ -+ jf7 -* 0 is exact. 

We are ready to prove the first key theorem on the cohomology of 
schemes. This is Serre's 

THEOREM 2. [3, 1.3.1]. Let ^ be a quasi-coherent sheaf on an affine 
scheme X. Then, H*(X, <F) is zero if i > 0. 

PROOF. Let % be the basis of X, consisting of affine open subsets Xf for 
fe r(X9 @x). Xj^F is the quasi-coherent sheaf T(X9 S^)f. By induction, we 
may assume W(X9 <F) is zero for 0 < / < n for all quasi-coherent sheaves 
3F on affine schemes X. The hypothesis of Proposition 1 is verified for the 
covering fy. Therefore, for any given element a of Hn(X, <F\ we may find 
a covering Vh ..., Vp of X by members of °U such that the image of a in 

Hn(X, © K.J^)iszero. 
I<J<P ' 

Hence the long exact sequence of cohomology of the short exact se
quence of quasicoherent sheaves 

0 -> & -> © y .& -+ & -> 0, 

shows that oc is in the image ô(Hn ^{X, &). If n > 1, Un ^(X, &) is zero 
by the inductive assumption. \î n = 1, ô is zero because T(X9 - ) is exact 
for quasi-coherent sheaves. In any case, a is zero. 

Thus, Hn(X, &) is zero for all positive n. 

COROLLARY 3. [3, 1.3.3] Letf: X -» Y be an affine morphism of schemes 
and <F a quasi-coherent sheaf on X. Then, there is a natural isomorphism 

H<{X,<F)^H<(Y,h&). 

PROOF. Let & -> J^* be a flabby resolution of &?. Let V be an open 
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affine subscheme of X. As / is an affine morphism, then f~l V is an open 
affine subscheme of X. By Theorem 2 applied to the quasi-coherent 
sheaf !F restricted t o / _ 1 F , the complex 

is exact. As the F's are arbitrarily small, this shows that /*J^ -• f*J** is a 
flabby resolution oîf^SF. 

As r(Y,f*&) is naturally isomorphic to r(X9 <&) for any sheaf <& on X, 
the two complexes, r(Y, f*SF*) and r(X9 SF*\ are naturally isomorphic 
and, hence, have isomorphic cohomology groups. On the other hand, their 
ith cohomology groups are actually isomorphic to 

W{Y9f^) and H<(X, &) respectfully. 

2. Direct Limits of Sheaves. The purpose of this section is to develop 
some simple properties of sheaves on a special type of topological space, 
which arises in algebraic geometry. My development is parallel to Gode-
ment's treatise [1]. Unfortunately, these spaces are only given marginal 
treatment by him. I will give a detailed discussion as I want to prove 
Theorem 8 in a slightly more general form than he gives. 

The topological spaces of interest are called quasi-noetherian. A space 
is quasi-noetherian if it possesses a basis (closed under finite intersection) 
of quasi-compact open subsets and is itself quasi-compact. In E.G.A., a 
space is noetherian if all of its open subsets are quasi-compact. In Gode-
ment's terminology, these later spaces are called spaces of Zariski. 

It will be necessary to generalize the notion of flabby sheaf. A sheaf on 
a space X is quasi-flabby if the restriction r(X, ZF) -* r(U, <F) is always 
surjective for any quasi-compact open subset UoîX. On a quasinoetherian 
space, the quasi-flabby sheaves possess most of the pleasant properties 
enjoyed by flabby sheaves. 

We begin our step-by-step checking of these pleasant properties by 
modifying Godement's theorem 3.1.2. The modified proof does not even 
need Zorn's lemma. The result in question is 

PROPOSITION 4. Let 0 -+ <£' -> if -+ 5£" -> 0 be an exact sequence of 
sheaves on a quasi-noetherian space X. If £?' is quasi-flabby, then the se
quence 

o -+ r(x9 se1") -+ r(x9 &) - r(x, se") -• o 
is exact. 

PROOF. Let s be a section of S£". Consider the family ir of quasi-
compact open subsets V such that s\v is represented by an element of 
r(V, S£). We need to see that Xis contained in ir. As ir covers Zand Zis 
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quasi-compact, it will suffice to show that ir is closed under double 
(hence, finite) unions. 

Let Vx and V2 be two members of ir. Then, Vx U V2 and Vx H V2 are 
both quasi-compact. Let t{ e r(Vi9 if) represent s \Vr The difference of tx 

and t2 restricted to Vx [\ V2 lifts to a section u of if ' as if' is quasi-flabby. 
By adding u\Vl, to t2 we may assume that tx and /2 agree on the overlap 
yi fi V2- W e m a y Patch ^ and t2 together to get a section t oîr(Vi U V2, 
i^), which represents .s^uvy Hence V1 (J V2 e ir and we are done. 

By the same reasoning as Godement's Theorem 4.4.3. a, we have the 

COROLLARY 5. Let S£ be any quasi-flabby sheaf on a quasi-noetheriari 
space X. Then, Hl(X, if) is zero for positive i. 

We will next see that quasi-noetherian spaces have pleasant properties 
with respect to direct limits of sheaves. 

PROPOSITION 6. Let (J%) be a direct system of sheaves on a quasi-noethe
rian space X. Then, for any quasi-compact open subset U of X, we have a 
natural isomorphism 

lim T(U, &a) JL. T(U, lim &a). 

For the proof, one may consult Godement's discussion following his 
Theorem 3.10.1. Another approach would be to show that the presheaf 
lim T{U, J%) satisfies a patching condition for any two quasi-compact 
open subsets. Thus, one would be able to conclude that this presheaf has 
the same values as the sheaf l]m !Fa for quasi-compact open subsets. The 
patching condition itself follows from the patching conditions for the 3Fa 

and the left exactness of direct limits. 

A consequence of the last proposition is the obvious 

COROLLARY 7. The direct limit of a system of quasi-flabby sheaves on a 
quasi-noetherian space is always quasi-flabby. 

Now, we are ready for the main cohomological consequence of the 
above discussion. Tt is 

THEOREM 8. Let (J%) be a direct system of abelian sheaves on a quasi-
noetherian space X. Then, we have a natural isomorphism 

lim H>(X, &a) _̂U H\X, lim &a) 

for all /. 

PROOF. Let tf&a) denote Godement's canonical flabby sheaf contain
ing J^a. We have a direct system of short exact sequences 
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0 - SFa - <#(&a) - <$a -> 0. 

Also, we have a limit exact sequence 

0 -> lim J% — lim <£(&„) -> lim ^ a -> 0. 

~ 1 "* II "^ll 

By Corollary 7, lim ^(J^a) is quasi-flabby and, hence, has no higher 
cohomology by Corollary 5. Using the long exact sequences of cohomo-
logy, we have the following commutative exact diagrams: 

0—lim /XX^g—l im r(^,#CF a))->lim r(X,&a)->]im H\X^a)-*0 

0 — T7^, ^ ) -> rCZ, <g) — T7^, #) - , H\X, &)-*0 

and 

0 -» lim // '(Z, ^ a ) — lim H<+\X9 ^a) — 0 for / > 0 

^ 1 ^ 1 
0-> #''[(*, ^ ) -> H*\X,&) — 0. 

By induction on n, we are done because Proposition 6 included the case 
n = 0. 

We finish this section by noting 

COROLLARY 9. Le/ A be a commutative ring and M aflat A-module. If $F 
is a sheaf of A-modules on a quasi-noetherian space X, then, there is a 
natural isomorphism 

H*(X, &) ®AM ^ HKX, & ®AM\ 

PROOF. It is true if Mis free because cohomology commutes with direct 
sums. The theorem yields the corollary because every flat module is a di
rect limit of free ones by Lazard's Theorem [4]. 

3. Consequences. We will give some application of the theory of last 
section. Recall that a scheme with a quasi-noetherian underlying topology 
is a quasi-compact quasi-separated scheme. Furthermore, a morphism 
/ : X -> Y is quasi-compact and quasi-separated if, for any open affine 
subvariety V of Y, the inverse image f~lV is a quasi-compact quasi-
separated scheme. 

A direct system of sheaves, which frequently arises, is successive multi
plication by a section of the structure sheaf or, more generally, by a sec
tion of an invertible sheaf. Let / be a section of an invertible sheaf J^ on 
a scheme X. For any 0x-module J% we have the direct system ^ -> J^ ® 
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i f --> ZF ® if®2 -> ••• given by multiplication by/. Denote the limit sheaf 
by lim *F ® i^®w. 

Let A^ be the open subscheme of X consisting of points x where / 
generates the stalk $gx as an (9X,x-module. Consider the natural 0X-
homomorphism <Jj\ <F -^x^ - Then cjj induces another 0x-homomor-
phism (j) : lim ^ ® £?®n-> lim (Xf^) ® &®n

9 but the homomorphisms 
Xf^ -> ixf^) ® if ->• (x /^) ® ^ 2 -^ '" a r e all isomorphisms. Thus, 
the composition Xf$F -• lim G - ^ ) ® if ^w is an isomorphism. By this 
isomorphism, we may regard <j> as an 0^-homomorphism ljm <F ® if ®w -> 

x^-
If J^ is a quasi-coherent ^-module, then the natural homomorphism 

lim <F ® <£®n -» x / ^ is always an isomorphism. Conversely, the quasi-
coherent tf^-modules are exactly the ^-modules which have this property 
when restricted to any open subscheme of X. 

With these facts in mind, we may proceed to the proof of 

THEOREM 10. [3, 1.4.5] Let ^ be a quasi-coherent sheaf on a quasi-
compact, quasi-separated scheme X. Let i f be an invertible (Px-module with 
section/. Then, H{(Xf, g?) ^ lim H{(X, & ® i ^ w ) , where the limit is taken 
over successive multiplication by f. 

PROOF. Let U be Xf. By Corollary 3, W(U, &) = H*(X, „&) because 
the inclusion U a X is affine. On the other hand, V<F = lini ZF ® £?®n. 
The Theorem 8 shows that W(X, u^

r) s Inn W(X, & ® ^®n). The 
theorem follows from these two isomorphisms. 

If the invertible sheaf S^ is the trivial (Px-moduÌQ Gx, then we have the 
isomorphism H{{Xf, ïF) ^ lim H{(X, ïF), where the limit is just the locali
zation Hl(X, ^)(f) of the r(X, ^ - m o d u l e with respect to its element / . 
The translation between localization and limits of successive multiplication 
is given in E.G.A. 0-1.6.1. 

COROLLARY 11. [3, 1.4.10 or 1.4.11] Let f: X -+ Y be a quasi-compact, 
quasi-separated morphism and ZF a quasi-coherent sheaf on X. Then, the 
higher direct images Rf^ZF are quasi-coherent. Further, T(U, Rtf^) = 
H'(f~l(U)> ^\f-i(u))for any affine open subscheme U in Y. 

PROOF. Let g be an element of a commutative ring A. Assume that Y = 
Spec A and U = Spec A{g). As/ - 1 £/ is quasi-compact and quasi-separated, 
the Theorem 10 gives an isomorphism H{{f~lU, ïF) ^ lim H{(X, J^) = 
H*X, &)<g). Thus, R%£F must be the quasi-coherent sheaf H^X, SF) 
associated to the ^-module W(X, 8F). Hence, T(Y, R%^) ^ H'(X, &?). 

We have proven the first statement as it is local on Y. The second state-
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ment follows by letting the U of the corollary be the Y of the last para
graph. 

THEOREM 12. [3, 1.4.15] Let 

Ji. j 1 >JL 

H \f 

T > S 

be a cartesian square of schemes, where f is a quasi-compact, quasi-
separated morphism. Let ^ bea quasi-coherent sheaf on X and Jibe quasi-
coherent on T. Assume Ji is fiat over S. Then, the base change mapping. 

(R%F) ®,Ji _« WfT£<F ®0sJi) 

is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. The question is local on S and T. We may assume S = Spec A 
and T = Spec B and Ji = M, where B is an ^-algebra and M is a B-
module, flat over A. By corollary 11, we need to prove that the base 
change, H'(X, <F) ®AM ^ Hl(XT, ^ ®A M), is an isomorphism. Because 
g is affine, 

HWT, ^®AM)^ W{X, £*(^ ®A M)) s mx, ^ ®A M). 

By corollary 9, the last group is just Hl{X, &) ®A M. 

4. The Cech Cohomology and a Runneth Formula. The proof that 
I will give for a simple version of the Künneth formula uses Cech resolu
tions. Let f̂ = {[/J be a finite open covering of a space X. There is a 
complex Ç?f(J*)with %%(1F) = © UUh[]^^Uïn^, which forms a resolution 
of J% ^ -> © XJ.3F -• •••. The complex C%(<F). of global sections of 
%%(&) has cohomology groups H%{^), the Cech groups. 

THEOREM 13. [3, 1.4.1] Let fy be a finite covering of a scheme X by open 
affines which have affine intersections. If ÏF is a quasi-coherent sheaf on X, 
then %>%(&) gives a r{X, )-acyclic resolution of !F by quasi-coherent 
sheaves. Hence, W(X, &) ^ Hiu(^). 

PROOF. By assumption, an intersection V = Ui f] * * * fi Un is affine 
and its inclusion in X is an affine morphism. By corollary 3, H\X, v^) ^ 
H{(V, &). By Theorem 1, H*(V, &) vanishes if i > 0. Hence, v^ is 
r(X, )-acyclic. Therefore, the direct sum %%{&) is r(X, )-acyclic. 
The second fact follows from the first by a standard argument. 

This theorem combined with the next gives a relation for computing 
the cohomology of product sheaves on products in terms of the cohomology 
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of the factors. The relationship is called a Kiinneth formula. 

THEOREM 14. [3, 6 ]. Let X and Y be schemes over an affine scheme 
S = Spec A. Let $F and <3 be quasi-coherent sheaves on X and Y. Assume 
that these sheaves are flat over S. Let fy and y be finite open affine covers 
of X and Y with affine intersections. Then, there are isomorphisms 

W{X x s Y, <F <g) &)s « W{0%{&) ®AC*($)). 

Furthermore, the Cech cochains C%(JF) and C^(&) are flat A-modules. 

PROOF. Recall, that, if Z -> S is an affine scheme over S and ^ is a 
S-flat quasi-coherent sheaf on Z, then the global sections of j ^ is a flat 
/f-module. The Cech cochains C%(JF) and Cp(&) are ,4-flat as they are direct 
sums of the above type of ^-modules. The same reasoning applied locally 
on X and Y shows that the complexes of sheaves, <è%(<F) and <£*(&), 
consist of S-flat quasi-coherent sheaves. 

As ïF and 2? are flat over S, we may conclude that !F ®s<3 has a resolu
tion by the tensor product complex, &$(&?) ®s %*(&). The remaining 
points are that this complex gives a r(X x 5 Y, )-acyclic resolution and 
the complex of its global sections is just C%(jF) ®A C$•(&). 

To see these facts, one looks at each direct summand of fêpfâ) ®s 

&$•(&). Each summand has the form v^ ®s v<g, where U and V are open 
affines in X and Y and their inclusions in X and Y are affine morphisms. 
Clearly, v^ ®s v<£ is isomorphic to UXsv^ ®s &• As U x SV is affine 
and its inclusion in X x s Y is an affine morphism, we may conclude that 
uxsv ^ ®s<& is a r{X xsy)-acyclic sheaf by the reasoning in the last 
theorem. Furthermore, the global sections of this sheaf are r(U, J*) ®A 

r(V, &), which is the corresponding direct summand of C|(J^) ®s C^(&). 
Hence, H*(X x SY, ^ ®s^) is isomorphic to the ith homology group of 
the complex Cf (jF) ®s C*(&). 
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